Holiday “Party in a Bag”
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he 2020 holiday season was like no
other for our families, friends and
supporters. Since we began in 2012,
Doors to Hope celebrated the last day of
classes for the year with a fiesta of food, fun,
gifts and Santa! This holiday season was VERY
different. But! Thanks to the generosity
of individual donors, Sisters of Charity
of Nazareth, Kosair Charities and Save A
Lot (Taylor Blvd), DTH staff provided our
families with a “Party in a Bag!”

During the week
of December 14,
families arrived
at pre-arranged
times and DTH
staff stuffed their
cars with bags of
gifts and goodies.
Adults received
a gift and the children received an ageappropriate gift such as soccer balls, princess
collections or Legos. Each family was given a
bag filled with fruit, cookies, new homemade
masks (by SCN sisters), hot chocolate,
popcorn, and grocery gift card (Save A Lot)
and more to share during the holiday season.
We missed being together at this time to
celebrate (we also missed Anna’s tamalies,
Naomi’s hot chocolate, Lorena’s cheesy
treats from Columbia and scrumptuous
sweets from Sr. Rebecca’s kitchen).
However, we are more than grateful
that we could continue to provide the
programs and services that our families
and students need to change their lives.
As 2020 came to a close, we anxiously
await the hope of a new year. We pray that
2021 will promise the end of Covid19 and
hardship for our families and students. We
look forward to the opportunity to once
again be in the presence of one another.

Staff Reflections
Gabby Peak Ramírez
Program Manager
2020 was such a difficult
year, but despite all the
challenges, we saw people
come together and help
each other out in new ways.
I’m blown away by the support
for Colectivo Esperanza, which
provided money to our families with
urgent needs and ineligible for any
government help. I’m looking forward
to being together again in 2021!
Sophie Steppe
AST Assistant
The sudden switch to
virtual tutoring in 2020
proved a bit challenging,
but we pulled through! I am so
happy I still had the opportunity to
help our students continue to learn
despite the strange circumstances.
Hopefully we will get to see our
students in person in the new year!
Bernie Mudd-White
Advancement Services
DTH could not have
survived this year’s
uncertainty without
the outpouring of support
from the community including
individual donors (longtime and
new), the SCN community and
local community grants.
continued on back

Above: Gabby displays some of the goodies families will receive in their “Party in a Bag.” Below (L-R): “Party in
a Bag” of gifts, food and funds were made possible by donors including SCN sisters, Kosair Charities (blue bags
of toys) and Save A Lot - Taylor Blvd. Sr. Brenda and Doors to Hope staff “delivered” the bags of goodies (rain or
shine) to families at pre-arranged times before Christmas break.

Staff reflections
continued

Wow, what a year
2020 was for each of
us. So much change
and unknowing as
to how the next
day, week or month
would unfold. Even
with these challenges,
Doors to Hope continued to reach out to
students with virtual tutoring as they chose
or needed.
Thanks to our many donors, we provided
backpacks and school supplies and access
to Chromebooks as needed. Families
were informed about locations to receive
COVID-19 testing, flu shots, food pickups
for JCPS students and other resources.
Christmas was different.This year, gifts and
party food went to students’ homes so
they would have a little normalcy–thanks
to our donors.
One big blessing for Doors to Hope
families is the Colectivo Esperanza, a group
of six nonprofits (including DTH) who
work with immigrants in Louisville. As the
months went by, families needed help. Many
were not eligible for government help and
were losing their jobs. Colectivo Esperanza
raised funds to provide support to these
families. DTH programs cannot supply
this type of aid to our families. But, as part
of Colectivo Esperanza, we were able to
provide a total of $29,000 to meet the
needs of 17 families.This support has been
used to buy food, pay rent, meet medical
expenses, transportation, etc.
Many of our families are seasonal workers.
As the winter continues, and an end to
the pandemic not yet in sight, immigrant
families will need our help for months
to come. If you would like to add to this
collection go to our webpage at www.
doorstohope.com and click on the button
for Colectivo Esperanza.
God, thank you for your amazing power and
work in our lives, for your goodness and for
your blessings over us at Doors to Hope.
Thank you for bringing hope through even the
toughest of times, strengthening us for what
2021 will bring.Thank you for your great love
and care for our families, volunteers, donors
and staff. Renew our spirits, fill us with your
peace and joy. Amen.
Sr. Brenda Gonzales, SCN

Doors to Hope could not provide the tools immigrant women and families
need to change their lives without the support of the local community. With
the uncertainty caused by Covid virus, we feared the worst for our vibrant
learning community especially when individuals across the country were losing
jobs and our annual fundraiser had to be cancelled in June. However, individual
donors and special grant opportunities through the organizations listed here
far exceeded our expectations. We appreciate your support.
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Tutoring Virtually!
Doors to Hope students
continue to “meet” their
tutors for classes in ESL
and to participate in
After School Tutoring via
FaceTime, WhatsApp or
Zoom. AST Assistant,
Sophie Steppe coordinates
tutoring with K-12 students and Program Manager, Gabby Peak Ramírez coordinates ESL
virtual classes.
Thanks to support from donors including St. Albert the Great Church, Doors to Hope
purchased Chromebooks for students and tutors without computers at home. A grant from
Kosair Charities will allow us to purchase additional equipment to help families access the
Internet with improved connection.
As students are able to return to in-person classes, they will find the parking lot and building
(inside and out) to be more secure with improved lighting and security system. This was
made possible with a grant from The Gheens Foundation and in part by Calvin Wooten,
Love Transformation.
Top: Tutor, Julia leads an ESL class via Zoom. Bottom: Elementary student Allison works out a problem
from home with Sophie.
Below (L-R): Santa’s helper, Sr. Julie Driscoll, SCN takes part in wrapping gifts for students and families. A
young student shows his excitement over the gift of a guitar made possible from individual donors and
Kosair Charities.

Doors to Hope wishes for
you and your family a
happy and healthy

New Year!

